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Amyrlin / CEO welcome 
Last year, Eleyan spoke to the fact that 2011 would be a year of transition. After 5 years of 
service, Dralyn stepped down as Keeper of the Chronicles in a lovely ceremony at our 10th 
Anniversary celebration in March and Leora was raised to the position as the 4th holder of 
that title. We had an absolutely magical time in Charleston to celebrate being TarValon.Net, 
and with more than 150 people attending, it was our largest event to date and was only made 
better by the presence of “Team Jordan” (Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk and Maria 
Simmons) and Brandon Sanderson. 

April 1st brought the announcement that after 10 years of leadership, Eleyan al’Landerin 
would be stepping down from her position as Amyrlin over the course of the next year. As the 
co-founder of TarValon.Net, Eleyan’s influence in our Community is immeasurable, and it’s 
hard to imagine her not wearing the stole. The search for her successor began later in April, 
leading to the announcement that I would stepping into her very large shoes beginning at our 
11th Anniversary party in Estes Park, Colorado. The past 7 months have seen us working 
together and with Leora in order to make the transition as seamless as possible, and I’m 
excited to jump into 2012. 

Eleyan and I were both thrilled to be able to attend our 10th Anniversary celebration in 
England with many of our European members in September. We had a great weekend 
spending time with people we don’t get to see as often, and really enjoying the time 
overseas. In October, Leora and I flew out to meet with Eleyan in person and had an 
intensive training weekend. We addressed where we were at, goals both short and long 
term, and it was fabulous for me to really get to know Leora as a person. I look forward to 
working with her in the coming years, and forming a strong partnership. 

Throughout the year, TarValon.Net also continued its strong tradition of philanthropy with a 
donation to Crisis Ministries in Charleston during our event there, we gave needed items to 
the Chattanooga Community Kitchen during Fall Ball, and ran a fundraiser for Room to Read 
during our Feast of Lights celebration in December where we raised over $1800. In addition, 
we met our operational fundraising goal over the summer with the overage being given to a 
charity of Harriet’s choice. 

Looking towards 2012, we continue to look to the future. The final volume of The Wheel of 
Time will be published, the Amyrlin investiture ceremony will happen at Anni, and we can’t 
wait to see what is in store. Throughout everything, it all really does come back to the 
amazing Community that has been built over the years and the people who put their hearts 
into every contribution they make. Thank you so much everyone for your contributions to our 
donation drives, our various projects throughout the year, and for your support of each other 
every day. We are an amazing group of people and I feel so privileged to be counted among 
you. 

 

Vivianna L’antreau 

Amyrlin-Elect 

www.tarvalon.net 
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Keeper / COO 

Annual Overview 
This was a year of transition for the Tower, and that promises to hold true for the coming 
year. With long-time Keeper Dralyn Montsier stepping down this past March and our 
Founding Amyrlin Eleyan al’Landerin scheduled to step down at our 11th Anniversary Party 
in 2012, our members have had to deal with a great deal of leadership change. Overall, the 
site has continued to function smoothly and progress has been made on a number of fronts. 

Departments Overview 
As with most years, 2011 saw a number of new Executives coming in. Vivianna L’antreau 
was selected as the new Amyrlin, leaving the Director of Moderators position open. Karassa 
Souladrin was selected as the replacement and has continued to work to make our 
moderation as even-handed as possible. Also, our Director of Marketing, Meilen Gevedon 
(who founded the Department), stepped down and was replaced by Kytheria al’Shea; 
Kytheria and her team began working on a number of important projects that will hopefully be 
released in 2012. Additionally, they kept pace with the demand for graphics for events and 
our site and have been working on expanding our selection in our CafePress store. Finally, 
Kariada Kunai stepped down as the Director of Community Outreach and was replaced by 
Jodea Kegan; Jodea was able to step right in and oversee a very successful Feast of Lights 
fundraiser at the end of 2011 for Room to Read that raised a large amount of money for this 
worthwhile cause. 

The rest of the site’s Departments continue to be led by a talented group of women and men. 
Ubahsur Kindellaer runs the Department of Administration with efficiency, resulting in timely 
release of her major projects, including the Membership Survey, the Annual Report and 
Executive Reviews. Serinia Edoras continues to lead the Events & Conferences team in 
producing outstanding events for us to attend; 2011 saw several major celebrations for our 
10th Anniversary that were hugely successful. Serenla Tamowith and the membership 
administrators have been working this past year to standardize our naming format and to 
make sure our community is a welcoming one. Toral Delvar and his team make steady 
progress in expanding our Library and our historical records; discussions have begun for how 
we will continue to be one of the foremost Wheel of Time resources once the final book is 
completed next year. Zhareen Narelle and the Department of Technology staff have given us 
a great year, free from any major technological problems. 

Transparency, Accessibility and Involvement 
One of the most important issues that the Keeper has been working on this year, in 
conjunction with Eleyan al’Landerin and Vivianna L’antreau, are the issues of transparency 
and member involvement. One of the most frequent complaints from our membership is that 
they would like more involvement in decision making, they would like greater access to 
Officers and Executives and they would like greater transparency in how decisions are made. 
In an attempt to begin addressing those issues, at the end of 2011 several new projects were 
started. First, the Executive Blog was launched. This platform allows Officers and Executives 
a platform with which to communicate some of the daily work they do in their departments; 
we hope to see the use of the blog expand in 2012. Additionally, in October we held our first 
ever Town Hall Meeting; Vivianna and Leora were in chat to specifically gather feedback 
from members about the changes from the 2011 Administrative Meeting held earlier in the 
year. Jeffan Caliarthan moderated and it was a good opportunity for members to ask us 
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questions directly and receive a real time response. You can find the archive of this event in 
our Library (http://library.tarvalon.net/index.php?title=2011_Town_Hall_Meeting). Finally, the 
Amyrlin and the Keeper are now holding official “Office Hours” in #wheel with the specific 
purpose of being available for questions if members prefer to approach us that way. These 
dates are announced in our General forum. 

Looking to 2012 
Transparency, accessibility and member involvement continue to be a big issue that we will 
focus on in 2012. Office Hours and the Blog continue, we will likely hold a Town Hall again, 
and we will be publishing our Administrative Meeting Agenda in advance for member to 
submit comments. Additionally, we will be looking at ways to set better performance standard 
ands expectations for people holding official positions so that we have a better rubric for 
determining if they are performing satisfactorily. We anticipate that a number of projects will 
be completed in the Departments this coming year that will benefit our community, including 
the Servants of All System, a number of Marketing projects, and new tracking software for 
our Membership. Almost one year in, Leora Oldessroth has settled into the role of Keeper of 
the Chronicles and in the coming year Vivianna L’antreau will officially take over the 
Amyrlin’s stole. Inevitably, this has and will continue to result in changes but we anticipate 
that they will be ones beneficial to the whole community. 
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Tower Archivist / Secretary 
In March 2011, the duties of Secretary were separated out from the COO/Keeper position 
and merged into a new Officer position named Tower Archivist. The Tower Archivist handles 
all of the responsibilities of the Secretary as outlined in the Bylaws as well as the merit 
system, the official archives, the membership manuals, our legal status, and any other 
special projects assigned to the Secretary. Dralyn Montsier took over this position after 
stepping down as Keeper. 

Archives 
With the help of many minions, work started on archiving the old forums. Significant progress 
has been made, but it will be a long-term project. 

Merits 
After several months of hard work, the first round of merits was awarded at the North 
American Anniversary party in March at Charleston, SC. The second set of merits was 
awarded at the European Anniversary party in August at Much Wenlock, Shropshire, 
England. 

The merits turned out to be a difficult task to wrangle. Gathering information was a time-
consuming task, and keeping that information organized in an easily accessible fashion was 
seemingly impossible. With close work with the Director of Research & Records and the 
Historians, the entire system was reworked into a more manageable process. 

For a list of everyone who helped out with the archives and the merits, see the list of minions. 
Without their help, progress on all of this would be much slower; I am very appreciative for 
everything they’ve done. 

 

Membership Manuals 
Half of the entries in the membership manual have been edited and are current. The others 
are in progress. 

Legal Status 
TarValon.Net remains a non-profit corporation legally incorporated in the state of Alabama in 
the United States and is a federally recognized 501(c)(7) social club. The administration 
continues to work diligently at ensuring that all federal, state, and local regulations for such 
an entity are met. 

What's Next 
The Archivist's minions will continue working on both the archives and the merits. More 
merits will be awarded over the course of the year. Hopefully the end of 2012 will see most 
previously earned merits awarded and more progress made on the archives. I will also be 
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making a push to get all necessary documents up-to-date and online, including the rest of the 
membership manuals. 
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Shatayan / CFO 
By the numbers, TarValon.net was very solvent in 2011. Our financial condition is good. We 
do not publish our exact figures, but for those who are curious, our numbers look something 
like this. We had gross revenue of over $40,000, and gross expenses of the same, over 
$40,000. This will sound like a great deal of money, and trust me it is. The bulk of this income 
and the bulk of the expenses were event related. I will expand further on this in a moment. 
Our breakdown looks something like this. Of the above greater than $40k, over $30k was 
spent on official events. Our operating costs were more than $9,000 US. We ended the year 
with a balance of more than $1k. I am very pleased with this, as it shows that we are using 
the funds that we are acquiring, not just sitting on them. It is my desire that your hard earned 
dollars are put to work, and not just squirreled away for the sake of squirreling them away. 
Furthermore we have instituted policies and procedures to better account for those 
individuals who have access to our funds, as well as better account for expenditures. 

In the past year we have upgraded our technology components, added key staff positions 
(requiring expenses related to that), and improved our outreach and standing in the larger 
Wheel of Time community. 

2011 was a mind-numbingly complicated year for us in terms of the finances of TarValon.net. 
Due to our non-profit status, this caused the office of the Shatayan to completely rethink how 
we consider our finances in the White Tower. The least of which is how to consider event 
income and how to budget it and account for it. 

Income for events, and the expenses related to our events are the largest single component 
of our income. What makes accounting and budgeting for them complicated is that we 
cannot know what an event will cost until that event is planned, funds are received, and the 
event is executed. This changes from year to year, and even event from event, depending on 
location and number of attendees. Because of this it was necessary to, in essence, devise 
two budgets. An operating budget that looks forward (predicting) and one that looks back 
(summarizing). 

For our predictive purposes we have our Operating Budget. This includes things like 
technology costs, travel for executives for Tower related purposes, membership expenses 
such as gifts for expectant Tower mothers, as well as many other components which allow 
the Tower to function on a day to day basis. Our summary budget, which includes our 
events, will be known as our General Budget. This will be compiled by myself (and future 
staff members) in December, and will be instrumental in our legal paperwork such as tax 
reporting. One thing to note is that deposits for events will be considered an operating 
expenditure, and will be budgeted for generously based on the last year’s events, but will be 
editable as needed. 

I’m excited for this next year, also, though. I intend to continue to draft policies and 
procedures that not only simplify my work, but will make our finances more transparent, and 
have even more accountability. I’m equally excited for further technology upgrades which will 
make our web experience even smoother, and more enjoyable. 
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Department of Administration 
The Department of Administration helps handle the business of TarValon.Net, Inc. by 
supporting the Board of Directors, the C suite, other departments, and handling major 
administrative projects. Specific items we handle are the Annual Report, Annual Membership 
Survey, regular reviews of the administration, acting as a sounding board for tax and legal 
matters that affect the organization, and administrative support to other departments. 

The year 2011 saw few changes as the Department of Administration settled into a groove. 
Our main projects have not changed: Annual Report, Membership Survey, Annual Reviews, 
and ensuring legality regarding our 501(c)(7) status. 

Staffing changes include the additions of Lyara Tieran briefly as the HR Project Manager, 
Jeral Mazur as the Membership Survey Statistician, and Jeffan Caliarthan as general minion. 
Lyara had to resign due to real life after a short tenure. We were lucky to have Ennairam 
Lamp, who worked so hard as Membership Survey minion, accept the Project Manager role 
after Mashiara Al’Kama resigned. 

This meant that the team for the majority of 2011 consisted of Ubahsur Kindellaer, 
Department Director; Isarma Maracanda, Annual Report Project Manager; Ennairam Lamp, 
Membership Survey Project Manager; Jeral Mazur, Membership Survey Statistician; Jeffan 
Caliarthan; and the legal team. The legal team saw no changes and remains Leora 
Oldessroth (around her Keeper duties), Atreyu Silverstar, Calypsa al’Nicolai, and Hammar 
O’Justice. 

This year saw more interdepartmental communication, where Jeffan did triple duty as minion 
and liaison with Marketing (graphics) and Records & Research. Additionally Loreniel Killan 
and Kerna Shedrian liaise with Marketing and Records & Research respectively. 

The 2010 Annual Report saw many bumps along the road, which resulted in it being 
published and available to membership and the public in September. Our regular goal is to 
have it published within the second quarter (April to June.) The bumps also resulted in the 
report not having graphics as it normally does. November 2011 saw increased networking 
with Marketing and Records & Research in order to streamline the process of creating and 
publishing the report so that it will look better and be available sooner. We still have the 2007 
and 2008 annual reports in process; they are expected to be complete in 2012. 

This year was the year of the Membership Survey. The majority of our efforts went towards 
numerous changes. The first big change was finding software for the survey. There are many 

reasons to have the survey be a separate 
database than drupal. After an exhaustive 
search, we settled on the (free) product of Lime 
Survey. One of the advantages that Lime 
Survey software gives us is that survey takers 
can pause their survey and come back to it 
later - if they create a sign on. Note: The sign 
on information does not get tied to the data 
when it is downloaded for analysis, so 
anonymity of the participant is maintained. 

The second change was getting more member participation throughout the year. This was 
done by having a discussion in General of questions membership would like to see data on. 
The department and Execs reviewed the suggestions, which yielded many great questions! 
We chose one “winner” who was gifted with a signature badge; the winner was Mieriana 
Souvra for the question “What is the best/worst thing about your rank?” 
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The other changes were to update the questions on the survey. We were able to combine 
several, shortening the survey from 150 questions to a variable amount depending on one’s 
rank that maxes at 100. We also made the decision to change the time frame from three 
back to two weeks. Thirty-two per cent of submissions were within the first twenty-four hours, 
eighty-five per cent within the first two weeks, and only 1% in the last week. 

The Annual Review process was changed this year so that the format was different, no 
analysis was provided, and the direct supervisor reviewed the results with the position 
reviewed - as opposed to the HR Project Manager reviewing the results. The process went 
smoothly for the Exec level. No department directors took up the offer on doing reviews 
within their departments. 

The legal team helped immensely with regards to ensuring what we could and could not do 
at the Charleston and Chattanooga events, specifically with raffles which are a major form of 
fundraising for the organization. In 2011 we also reviewed the legal needs of Colorado, to be 
acted upon in 2012. Additionally, a spreadsheet was created to find the requirements for 
filing for state exemption status for all states; this document will be (a small) part of the event 
location selection process. 
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Department of Community Outreach 
In 2011 the Departments of Philanthropy and Online Events combined into the Department of 
Community Outreach, which also includes the Outreach Activities staff. Currently we cover 
all TarValon.net online festivals and events, and all fundraising and philanthropic endeavors. 

Jodea Kegan replaced Kariada Kunai as Director of this department in October. Sadly, a 
good amount of departmental information was lost in the transition. Xylina Tyloredrid serves 
as Outreach Activities Coordinator. Aldus Tyloredrid served as Outreach Activities Graphics 
Coordinator until Dec. 2011 under Marketing. OAGC changed from an Admin position in 
Marketing to a staff position in Community Outreach at the same time as Aldus stepped 
down. Miya Kiyoshi took over the position of OAGC and now answers to the Online Activities 
Coordinator and Community Outreach Director. 

Fundraising 
There were 2 successful fundraisers to benefit Tarvalon.net and one on behalf of Room to 
Read. Sadly I do not have access to information on our first fundraiser of 2011. It included 
the silent auction and Da’covale auction at the Charleston Anni party. The second Fundraiser 
was held in July and raised $3,212 overall with a goal of $3,000. 

 

The final fundraiser of the year was our Feast of Lights effort. The community was given the 
chance to take more part this year with this fundraiser as they were allowed to suggest an 
organization for us to donate to. After a final list of all eligible organizations was complete 
they were put up to a vote. The final 3 were Room to Read, Operation Smile, and Build On 
with the winner being Room to Read. The goal set for the fundraiser was $2,500, and the 
amount raised was $1,830. While we did in fact fall short of our goal it was a very good effort. 
Immediately following the fundraiser future goals were discussed and it was suggested that 
our Feast of Lights event needs to have a smaller goal and holding it in November instead of 
December.  

Donor lists for the July and December fundraisers to be found at the end of this document. 

There were several prizes offered for each of the fundraisers, winners did not receive the 
items in 2011, but I will list who they are and what the prize is: 

Summer Fundraiser 
Caerwyn won a $100 event ticket certificate, this was given to him 

Keisha won a t shirt from taveren tees 

Dwynwen won a $25 Amazon gift certificate 
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Feast of Lights 
Deborah won a $20 Amazon gift card 

 Ashlyn Sindal won a $30 Amazon gift card 

Servant of All 
The merit system for philanthropy is not yet up and running. Almost completed by Kariada, 
the system is almost fully fleshed and there is only some basic work left to be done, along 
with a decision as to how this merit system will interact with the merit system currently in 
place. There is no current graph for the system, but one is being put together from available 
information. 

Online Events 
Online Events is run by our fabulous OEC, Xylina Tyloredrid. She took over the position in 
June (from Liiane al’Rhuidea), but due to a prolonged absence with the previous OAC she 
had been doing the job as the Assistant before the change happened. They put on events at 
the Tower for Bel Tine, Sunday, Shaoman, and Feast of Lights, and did Valentine delivery 
and Live at Anni coverage. Every event was well planned and executed, even the live anni 
coverage. It had a few hiccups, but all in all I would say the OE team did an outstanding job. 

Sample of Shaoman 2011 avatars 
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Department of Events and Conferences 
The Department of Events & Conferences has focused on continual improvement this year. 
Building on the processes and standardizations that were established in 2010, 2011 was a 
year of leveraging those changes to further improve events and become more effective in our 
roles. 

The highlight of the year was our Tenth 
Anniversary event in Charleston, South 
Carolina. It was remarkable not only 
because we celebrated such a 
significant milestone or because we 
were (very literally) in Robert Jordan’s 
back yard, but it was remarkable 
because so many of our community 
members were able to travel to the 
event and join in the celebration. 

Other events throughout the year provided their own impressive affairs. Both JordanCon and 
Dragon*Con in Atlanta, the NA Fall Ball in Chattanooga and especially the European 
celebration of our Tenth Anniversary were once again successful events that grew our 
community and also enabled our public outreach. Though we did not have an official event in 
Continental Europe in 2011, we hired a new Master of Revels for that region, Naeris Gaidin, 
who will be leading the official events in that area starting in 2012. 

Another staffing transition within the department 
recognized the many contributions of Esteban 
Diego in his work as Conference Coordinator as he 
stepped down and the major responsibilities of his 
role were absorbed into the Director position. This 
recognizes the continued importance of 
conferences as global official events for 
TarValon.net, while our efforts to manage those 
presences become more streamlined. 

Sonea Ilandred and Yelenia Hylraren continue their excellent work as the Mistresses of 
Revels in Britain & Ireland and North America, respectively. And the staff members of the 
department continue to provide vital support, such as our Local Liaisons and Riley Maconnar 
in his efforts not only as Master of the Kitchens, but also in working with the department in his 
role of Shatayan to build new financial tracking processes.  

2012 promises to be another exciting year for Events, starting with our Eleventh Anniversary 
event in Estes Park, Colorado. We have received well over 100 registrations and are 
unexpectedly, but pleasantly, surprised by the volume of planned attendees following such a 
milestone event in Charleston just one year ago. In addition to Anni and the Continental 
event mentioned earlier, we are planning our Fall Ball event to take place in New York City, 
and looking forward to significant international 
attendance! 

The Department of Events & Conferences 
continues to work hard to provide outstanding 
celebrations of our accomplishments and 
provide opportunities to grow and develop as 
a community. 
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Department of Marketing 
 

During the summer of 2011, Meilen Gevedon decided to retire from her position as Director 
of Marketing. Kytheria al’Shea was selected to fill this role, and the transition of leadership 
occurred in mid-August. 
 
 
 
Staff and Position Changes 
 
There have been many staff changes in the Department this year, as well as refinements to 
positions within the Department as we worked to streamline work processes and 
communications with other departments. 
 
Immediately following the transition in the Director role, a new Tower Voice was hired. Mhor 
Blathnaid was selected to join the team, filling the role of co-Voice when Stasia t’Andrei 
elected to retire. Mhor joined Loraella Melodie as the Tower Voices for the rest of 2011. 
 
The Department of Marketing was originally built around the preceding Visual Resources 
Department of TarValon.Net, and graphic artists still make up the largest core of Marketing 
staff. The Graphics Development team changed quite a bit in late 2011 as well.  
 
Lijena Tarkand and Ninya Evoneigh both stepped down from the GDT in late August. A 
round of GDT hiring was conducted in the fall, and Marketing welcomed Hanajima al’Cere, 
Sikozu O’men, Badria Aidan, Sasha Melrai, Alyssa Letherio, Darim Pelegro, and Venric 
Methalion to the graphics team in October. This is a highly skilled, diverse set of artists who 
have already begun to create excellent designs for Tower projects. These new team 
members joined existing GDT members Azi al’Thone, Aloren Tarabutton, Jeffan Caliarthan, 
Meilen Gevedon (who has graciously stayed on as very part-time help), and Arie Davion.  
 
Note: Arie is the lead of the Graphics team, as Product Manager, and Alyssa provides 
additional help in the form of legal advice regarding intellectual property matters. 
 
The Product Manager is an administrative role within Marketing, and is an invaluable aide to 
the Director in helping to keep project lists up to date, providing direction to the Graphics 
Development Team members as needed and ensuring deadlines are met, and, of course, 
managing the TarValon.Net CafePress shop and merchandise. Because this role 
encompasses more than “just” managing the shop, the title was changed to better reflect the 
duties. In November, the position became known as the Marketing Project Manager. 
 
Not long after this change, in December, Arie was selected to become the next Head of the 
Gray (Grey) Ajah. As such, she had to step down from her admin position in Marketing (a 
member cannot hold two administrative positions at once). Hanajima was selected to fill the 
role of Project Manager, and after training extensively with Arie, Hana assumed her new 
duties in late December. 
 
But wait, there’s more! 
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In November, Erin al’Denael, the longtime Editor of the Tar Valon Times, decided to retire. 
Erin’s past work has helped the TVT grow into a robust publication, and she left quite a mark 
on the role. However, a talented and qualified candidate was selected, and Jeffan Caliarthan, 
longtime Marketing team member and TVT reporter, assumed the role of Editor in late 
November. 
 
One final staffing change in November: the position of Online Events Graphics Coordinator 
(OEGC), which became the Outreach Activities Graphics Coordinator (OAGC) in May to 
reflect changes in the Department of Outreach, changed once again. This role, held by Aldus 
Tyloredrid, straddled both Marketing and Outreach Activities. Aldus contributed to many 
projects in Marketing, including graphics creation, and also assisted the OA team with 
planning for their events, as essentially the graphics team lead in that area.  
 
Aldus decided to step down from his role as OAGC in early November, and while working 
with him to redefine the role, it was decided that it would make the most sense for this 
position to become a staff position within the Department of Outreach, rather than an admin 
position in Marketing. The new structure is much clearer for all involved, since the OAGC 
reports to the OA Coordinator solely. Miya Kiyoshi was selected by the Department of 
Outreach to fill the role of OAGC in November. 
 
The only staff position in Marketing to NOT change in late 2011 was the External Marketing 
Coordinator, which is still held by Loreniel Killan. She continues to help expand our outreach 
efforts in many ways, such as SEO for our website and planning event flyers. 
 
Projects and Looking Forward 
 
Now that we are all settling into our roles in Marketing, we continue to work on projects that 
span the areas of social media, news posting, newsletter creation, external marketing, 
graphics production, and the TarValon.Net shop.  
 
We do many different things for our community in Marketing, but it boils down to: 
publicity/increasing our visibility and presence in WoT fandom; reaching out to prospective 
members; community building amongst current members; and creating a professional visual 
presence for TarValon.Net. 
 
We continue to work on expanding the shop, calling for the community to submit new 
merchandise ideas. We are expanding our social media posts to bring you more of the latest 
site news AND WoT-related news. The TVT is growing and changing along with our 
membership. We continue to produce graphics for official events, conferences, activities, and 
fundraisers, as well as site-wide initiatives such as the Merit Badges. 
 
We’ve built a great team this year, and we are set to continue to produce a lot of excellent 
work for our community. 
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Department of Membership 
The Department of Membership is responsible for handling all administrative tasks related to 
our membership and fostering a sense of community within each membership group. 

The Merit System was finalized and launched in 2011. The first of these awards were 
presented at our 2011 Anniversary in Charleston, SC. The Merit system now falls under the 
Tower Archivist. 

A Membership Clean Up was completed in 2011. 116 members were removed from our 
active rolls during this process. 

It was decided during 2011 to further utilize our Wiki. As a result, the Who’s Who was 
incorporated into the Wiki this year. All active members have been added to the Who’s Who, 
with updates and additions being processed as needed. The new Who’s Who was launched 
publicly in 2011. 

A Membership Database is being researched further to find an affordable solution that will 
work with not only this Department, but also Administration and Community Outreach. 

Junior Member Summer Camp returned in 2011. This special area of the forums encouraged 
our Junior Members to relax, have fun and interact with each other. The event ran from July 
10 – August 4. Senior Member community groups were encouraged to participate and create 
activities for the Junior Members. The majority of the Senior Member groups participated and 
the event was very successful. 

Our Project Gaidin competition, for the male Junior Members, wrapped up at our 2011 
Anniversary party. Baryd al’Syeen was crowned the winner, with Aldus Tyloredrid finishing 
runner up. 

Our 2011 Anniversary party also saw the first organized toast for our Junior Members, 
following the tradition upheld by the Senior Member groups. The toast was conducted by the 
Membership Administrator representatives present, the Director of Membership and the 
Captain of Recruits. The Junior Member toast was very successful and will be repeated at 
future Anniversary parties. 

The Department began an initiative to convert all members’ forum names to a First 
Name/Last Name format in 2011. As of the end of the year, 80% of the community groups 
have been processed and converted to this format. 

Online testing for rising in rank is still not working properly. In the meantime, tests are still 
being given via email. More testing regarding permissions will be conducted in 2012. 

The department is still looking for ways to encourage activity between community groups. 

Looking Ahead to 2012 
A Membership software solution will be discussed again at the 2012 Admin meeting. We will 
also need to discover a fix for the testing issue or create a new, more streamlined process to 
replace email. 

The Membership Activities Coordinator to be hired will be added to our forum and will help 
coordinate site-wide activities and group efforts. 
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Department of Moderators 
With the selection of Vivianna L’antreau to succeed Eleyan al’Landerin as Amyrlin, Karassa 
Souladrin was chosen as the new Director of Moderators around mid-year. 

In 2011 we have switched to a group of “Discussion Halls” rather than the Guilds. Job 
Hunters was reinvented as the Education and Employment Forum. There is a Sports 
Fanatics Forum as well as other forums that more directly correspond to the Guild forums. 
We’re finding a lot more participation in the Discussion Halls as opposed to the Guilds since 
anyone can participate without having to “join”, although there is still some tweaking left to be 
done. We will be evaluating the participation in 
these forums as well as feedback from the 
Membership Survey to decide if any changes need 
to be made for 2012. 

In Current Events we have switched to a system of having four moderators, two of which 
switch out every 3 months. This allows for some continuity in moderation and also brings in 
fresh eyes about the time that the current mods might be feeling a bit burned out. So far this 
system seems to be working well, and despite how heated the “discussions” get, there are 
relatively few complaints or moderator interventions necessary. 

Towards the end of the year, we hired a slew of new operators for chat. Unfortunately this 
was not handled as well as it should have been and the new ops did not receive the training 
they should have gotten. We are working to remedy this as well as updating the chat 
guidelines for 2012. 
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Department of Research and Records 
This year has been a busy year for the Department of Research and Records, which is 
responsible for overseeing and maintaining our library and historical records. The year began 
with Toral Delvar as Department Director and Eniara Kisharad as Assistant, with Willow 
al'Meana as Headmistress and Kerna Shedrian and Loira Al'Ramoidra as Historians. Willow 
stepped down in April to be replaced by Aryela Dashtahd and Loira Al'Ramoidra stepped 
down in August to be replaced by Zimone Zarasri. 

There have also been other changes in the Department. Over the past couple of years, we 
had been creating Member Pages to give deeper context to our histories and provide more 
information about what people have done for us. At the Admin meeting it was realised that 
they provided a basis for the Who’s Who and it was decided to transform the Member Pages 
into who's who pages. With this change, and the more extensive historical records we had 

developed over the previous couple of years it was 
decided to change the name of the department to 
Research and Records to better reflect its activities. 

Currently, there are 6,178 content pages, with 
around 5.5 million views in total. The main page is 
the most popular, with around 236,000 views, but 
each of the top 10 has over 10,000 views, with Rand 
al’Thor the most popular page created by us now on 
15,000, up 5,500 over the year. The most viewed 
page is the Strike at Shayol Ghul, with 34,000, up 
10,000 over the year. There are now 1,310 pages 
with over a thousand views, almost twice the 719 of 
last year and 5,498 pages viewed over 100 times. 

The most popular community page is still Aes Sedai 
of the Green Ajah, with 14,500 views, up 10,000 
over the year, followed again by the White Ajah 
community HQ, with 7,947 views, up over 4,000 in 
the year 

Goals from 2011 focused on Book information and Community pages, which are elaborated 
on in the following sections.  

Book information 
Completion of Towers of Midnight update, update of all lists, creation of a terms glossary, to 
complete the incomplete articles and continue to work on expanding the chapter summaries 

The library has been updated for Towers of Midnight, with the exception of a small number of 
lists, most of which have been assigned and are awaiting completion. Other than these, all 
the lists are up to date. A terms glossary has also been written and the other glossaries, 
character and location, expanded and completed. 

Some progress has been made on the incomplete articles, but there is still a lot of work to 
do. Most of the characters have been assigned. 

A major re-categorisation of character summaries was also undertaken, transforming it from 
the three level it had been since 2007, to a five level one now. Commensurate with that, the 
characters in the top two categories are being re-written so that the important information can 
be quickly accessed without any loss of the extensive details these characters have. This 
reorganisation has highlighted a number of areas where information is missing. The country 
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articles have also been re-organised so that they are all in the same format, which, as with 
the characters has highlighted a number of areas where the information is insufficient. 

Community pages 
The aim was to update the Member pages so that all people who had held a role had it on 
their page, to expand the details of past events and to add any other details to be found on 
the Webarchive or old forums. 

The addition of the Who's who complicated matters, but I believe these aims to have been 
met, though with several hundred member pages it is hard to be sure that everyone has the 
full details. We are up to date, as far as possible on everyone who held a position, received 
an award or attended an event in 2011. We also greatly expanded the member pages with 
the change to a Who's Who, with the addition of pages for all Tower members. 

Looking forward to 2012, the Department of Research and Records will be working on the 
following items. 

Book 
1) Complete the articles that require expansion before Memory of Light is released 
2) Complete the rewrite of the pages for the most significant characters and countries that 

was begun in 2011 
3) Depending on the release date for Memory of Light, I hope to have at least Chapter 

summaries and book summaries completed and to have identified all the new characters, 
places and terms that will require articles as well as those that will require additions 

4) Make more progress on extending the chapter summaries 

Community 
1) After the membership clean up, make sure every current member has a fully updated 

Who's Who page containing all the information we have on them 
2) Have the job descriptions for every position completed 
3) Have the "time served" pages complete, so that we can easily see what every member 

has done. 
4) Have something written for the remaining broken links, about twenty articles or re-directs 
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Department of Technology 
The Department of Technology supports the infrastructure of TarValon.Net. While the main 
objective is to maintain the availability of our website and message boards, members of the 
department are utilized as a technical resource for other projects and play an important role 
in the collection and management of information. 

At the start of 2011, the transition to the integrated Drupal Content Management System 
(CMS) and phpBB3 forum was relatively complete, with most previous issues resolved. 
There were no staff or structure changes within the department. Everything pretty much 
progressed at an even keel. The biggest accomplishment of 2011 was the implementation of 
our Executive Blog. The Executive Blog is a means for Officers and Executives to share with 
others what they are doing in service for the community. 

 
Looking ahead to 2012, the primary goal will be to continue supporting TarValon.Net and to 
embrace any new changes that head our way. 
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Appendix A: Donor List 
Donor List 

Summer Fundraiser: Feast of Lights drive: 

Alyssa Letherio 
Imzadi Hopewind 
Niere al’Aman 
Elin a’Nia 
Riley Maconnar 
Karassa Souladrin 
Rinwyn Sihrera 
Loira al’Ramoidra 
Enya Tawarwaith 
Mieriana Souvra 
Baryd al'Syenn 
Belgareth Kiarc 
Melearlin Valar 
Ajailyn Morrivinna 
Aduiavas Ida 
Elia LePhant 
Taika Vinh 
Kairina Veraile 
Adra Ceana 
Keisha al’Benn 
Ninya Evoneigh 
Chiyuki Nohara 
Bryher al’Venna 
Vivianna L’antreau 
Samarasin Tavaral 
Jodea Kegan 
Melisande Arneil 
Dwynwen al‘Muir 
Zashara Da’sainne 
Cassie Dainar 
Aldus Tyloredrid 
Atreyu Silverstar 
Rhed and Nethanelal’Tere 
Ubahsur Kindellaer and Benjin Tomas 
Martele d’Acre 
Onis O’Leia 
Asine Dormandi 
Dovienya el’Korim 
Tsurio al’Edit 
Lillian O'Neeus 
Roheryn Galghandhrei 
Rehteah al’Navi 
Willow al'Meana 
Caerwyn Jolan 

Dralyn Montsier 
Chiyuki Nohara 
Nandi el’Shahir 
Xylina Tyloredrid 
Ubahsur Kindellaer and Benjin Tomas 
Onis O’Leia 
Eva Wartooth 
Niere al’Aman 
Lireina Dormerus t’al’Bearach 
Erin al’Denael 
Fiona Ceseth 
Belgareth Kiarc 
Taika Vinh 
Rehteah al’Navi 
Nymala Ingasy 
Yarrow AL’Vare 
Serenla Tamowith 
Jodea Kegan 
Caerwyn Jolan 
Keisha al’Benn 
Keara Careen 
Vivianna L’antreau 
Leora Oldesroth 
Kessa Toireann 
Dieda Eriu 
Ashlyn Sindal 
Val a’Shain 
Seaghan Hama 
Enya Tawarwaith 

Nyavene al’Meer 
Imzadi Hopewind 
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Appendix B : Award Winners 
Amyrlin Award Winners 

Unsung Servant  
For an outstanding contribution in an unofficial capacity  

 

Jeffan Gaidin always gives of his time without reservation and 
wholeheartedly jumps in wherever he can. Before being named as the 
Editor of the TarValon Times he has served as a chat op, creating artwork 
for the Marketing Department, he worked on articles for our library, is a 
forum moderator, has served in the Hall and worked on the Outreach 
Activities team. In addition, he served his Company by working as their 
historian and keeping their library page up to date, helped out myself and 
Leora last fall by moderating the Town Hall Meeting, has done countless 
hours on the merits program for Dralyn, and did a great job on the 

Member's Choice Awards this year which we gave him and just said "make it work"  He has a 
great presence on the boards, has fun in chat and it's been so great seeing him give so much 
over the years.  

 

Kelgan Gaidin has been with us for just over 2 years but has definitely 
made his presence known. He's served his Company in the Hall, and the 
Community as a whole as a forum moderator. You can find him 
interacting across our boards He created an amazing stole for our Keeper 
of the Chronicles that he knit in preparation for her raising at our 10th 
Anniversary celebration in Charleston. He also then created a stole in 
each of the other Ajah colors as well! Then, more personally for me he is 
the person who created my stole which was given to me this past 
weekend. There are pictures in the NA-Anniversary forum, but let me tell 

you that the workmanship is exquisite. It took him 14 months to create it, and for those of you 
who knit you'll understand when I tell you he was practically knitting with sewing needles that 
are incredibly tiny! I couldn't even begin to quantify the hundreds of hours he worked on this 
and the keeper's stoles and I am so incredibly grateful. 
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Volunteer of the Year  
Awarded for outstanding contribution in an official role. 

 

Sa'areah Sedai did a lot this last year working as Head of her Ajah, and 
more recently as a Sitter in the Hall. She's also helped out in many other 
ways over the years contributing to our library and to the guilds. Within the 
Yellow Ajah she's been THE Tea Brewer, and then as their Sunshine in 
2009. She reaches out to people across our Community, and is just a 
fabulous person all the way around which came through when she was 
voted as the Aes Sedai most representative of her Ajah in our Member's 
Choice Awards 2011. 

 

Sonea Sedai is our Mistress of the Revels for Britain and Ireland, planning 
several very successful parties for our membership over the last couple 
years. She's also given back by serving as Heart of the Blue Ajah, and 
was on the committee that helped us hash out the details of the Merit 
system when we were getting that set up. Sonea is so incredibly efficient, 
and also a blast to hang out with and our Community wouldn't be the 
same without her! 

 

 

Philanthropist of the Year  
Awarded to someone who consistently contributes to the fundraising goals of the community. 

 

Sean Gaidin is one of those individuals who continuously gives to others 
without any expectation of anything in return. I can't tell you how many 
times over the years I've heard stories after the fact of people who have 
been able to attend events because of him, of people in need he's heard 
about and assisted and fundraisers we've run that he's always 
participated in. When he helps people he does it without looking for or 
wanting recognition, and he does it without hesitation. He's also served 
our Community over the years in many different capacities from Honor 
Guard to the Hall, as a moderator and a guildmaster. He's someone who 

never stops wanting to help and give back. 
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Member of the Year 
 

Toral Gaidin is the steward of our Library. If you look at his profile you'll see 
the hundreds and hundreds of articles he has personally written and edited 
along with everything else he's done over the years. Then, he also keeps 
others motivated and on task, organizes our library so that information is 
more easily found and so that it is as thorough and complete as it can 
possibly be. It's a job that is not always visible by everyone except when we 
want to look something up but is something that really makes our 
Community an amazing source of information for everyone throughout the 
Wheel of Time Fandom. It's a job that takes a meticulousness that is 
incredible and an attention to detail that I definitely envy. Toral has earned 

this award many times over through his long membership with us! 

 

Ubahsur Sedai has served as our Director of Administration since 2009 
and I don't know that we could survive without her! She keeps us on track 
behind the scenes by putting together our Annual Report, she leads the 
charge of the Membership Survey, facilitates our reviews of those working 
in our administration, and was a big part of us finally becoming an official 
501(c)7 corporation. Ubah gets the completely thankless task of keeping 
us on schedule for every piece of these projects, and leads a team of staff 
members in her department through her example of spending yet another 

15 hour weekend working on Tower projects, not counting the time she spends on a daily 
basis as well. 
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Membership Awards 

Most Entertaining Board Poster Azi al'Thone 

Most Entertaining In Chat Darian Coralis & Willam Cambrae 

Liveliest Current Events Debater Niere al'Aman 

Biggest Lurker Yenie Antagar & Valorian Edoras 

Snarkiest Member D`Ran al'Fir 

Most Artistic Member Ninya Evoneigh 

Best Bonded Couple Ivanor Winshaw & Keisha al'Benn 

Best Tower Couple Xylina Tyloredrid & Aldus Tyloredrid 

Best Avatar Leora Oldessroth & Lauraine Berryn 

Friendliest Member Winterdawn al'Lerlie 

Funniest Member Pol Rohanson 

Most Welcoming Member Onis O'Leia 

Most “In-the-Know” Member Serenla Tamowith 

Member You’d Most Like to Meet In-Real-
Life 

Sa'areah Britthorn 

Member You’d Most Like to Have a Movie 
Night With 

Eleyan Teyal Al'Landerin 

Member You’d Most Like to Cuddle on the 
Couch With 

Riley Maconnar & Zashara Da'sainne 

Member You’d Most Like to go Out for a 
Night on the Town With 

Serenla Tamowith 
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Member You’d Most Like to see Run for 
Public Office 

Aldus Tyloredrid 

Outstanding Citizen Involvement Aran Cherubim 

Outstanding Recruit Involvement Bandasar Delvkanash & Mejjad Martnandi 

Outstanding Novice Involvement Kassidy Rose DaiShan 

Outstanding Soldier Involvement Pol Rohanson 

Outstanding Accepted Involvement Miya Kiyoshi 

Outstanding Gaidin Involvement Azi al'Thone 

Outstanding Aes Sedai Involvement Vivianna L'antreau 

Extraordinary Staff Service Miya Kiyoshi 

Extraordinary Administrative Service Yelenia Hylraren 

Extraordinary Executive Service Leora Oldessroth 

Most Discerning Moderator Erin al'Denael & Kelgan al'Moranwin 

Most Discerning Chat Operator The Dark One 

Most Like a Character from The Wheel of 
Time 

Adolla Ceryia as Verin Mathwin 

Walking WoT Encyclopedia Toral Delvar 

Most Apathetic Member D`Ran al'Fir 
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Appendix C : Membership Statistics 
Membership Statistics 

Rank April 1, 
2003 

April 1, 
2004 

January 
1, 2005 

January 
1, 2006 

January 
1, 2008 

January 
1, 2009 

January 
1, 2010 

January 
1, 2011 

January 
1, 2012 

Novice 81 37 44 68 27 67 53 67 53 
Recruit 40 21 2 47 27 50 53 48 41 
Accepted 20 36 48 71 73 70 69 72 61 
Soldier 21 17 14 35 48 46 42 50 27 
Aes 
Sedai 

65 90 104 142 192 242 257 270 263 

Gaidin 37 54 61 69 88 108 127 134 126 
Total 264 255 293 432 455 582 601 641 571 
 

 

 
A total of 104 members joined the Tower in 2011. 
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At the end of 201, we had 224 active Citizens on our rolls. The Mayor’s office received a total 
of 149 Citizen applications in 2011. 
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Appendix D: Executives 
The Board of Directors 

  

Melissa  S. Craib Dombrowski Eleyan al’Landerin 

Amanda Keen Draylin Montsier 

Riley Robinson Riley Maconnar 

 

Officers 
   

CEO  Amyrlin Vivianna L’Antreau 

COO Keeper Leora Oldessroth 

CFO Shatayan Riley Maconnar 

Secretary Archivist Dralyn Montsier 

 

Department Directors 
  

Administration Ubahsur Kindellaer 

Community Outreach Jodea Kegan 

Events and Conferences Serinia Edoras 

Marketing Kytheria al’Shea 

Membership Serenla Tamowith 

Moderators Karassa Souladrin 

Records and Research Toral Delvar 

Technology Zhareen Narelle 
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Appendix E: Volunteer Lists 
 

Administration 

Annual Reports Project Manager Isarma Maracanda 

 

Membershpi Survey Project Manager Ennairam Lamp 

 

HR Project Manager Lyara Tieran  
January to April 

Staff Jeral Mazur 

 

 Jeffan Caliarthan 

 

Legal Atreyu Silverstar 

 

 Calypsa al’Nicolai 

 

 Hammar O’Justice 

 

 Leora Oldessroth 
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Community Outreach 
Philanthropy News 
Correspondent 

Ne’mireth Simoua  

Membership Philanthropic 
Interest Coordinator 

Branwyn al’Leara  

Community Fundraising 
Coordinator 

Tree ak’Rotture  

Staff Kerna Shedrian Rinwyn Sihrera 

Outreach Activities 
Coordinator 

Liiane al’Rhuidea 
May to June 

Xylina Tyloredrid 
June to December 

Outreach Activities 
Graphics Coordinator 

Aldus Tyloredrid 
May to November 

Miya Kiyoshi 
December 

Outreach Activities 
Coordinator’s Assistant 

Xylina Tyloredrid 
May to June 

 

Outreach Activities Team Aldus Tyloredrid 
December 

Alyria Savoinya 
May to July 

 Amarande al”Kalin 
May to December 

Avendaella Tikvah 
July to December 

 Bryce al’Marra 
May to November 

Bryhrer al’Venna 
July to December 

 Halosia Paage 
May to December 

Hanajima al’Cere 
July to December 

 Jeffan Caliarthan 
November to December 

Jenalla Selar 
May to December 

 Kitiarah Lamseen 
May to December 

Lauraine Berryn 
May to December 

 Liiane al’Rhuidea 
June to December 

Loreniel Killan 
May to July 

 Lyara Tieran 
May to December 

Marivea al’Corriyi 
May to December 

 Mieriana Souvra 
May to December 

Miya Kiyoshi 
May to December 

 Myralin al’Ser 
May to July 

Nymala Ingasy 
July to December 

 Nyaevene al’Meer 
May to December 

Onis O’Leia 
May to December 

 Samarasin Tavaral 
May to December 

Taelinn Dolivras 
May to December 

 Woika Ninue 
May to December 

Zimone Zarasri 
May to December 
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Community Development  
Note: Department absorbed into Community Outreach in May 2011; TVT absorbed into Marketing at same time. 

 

Guild Keepers Naitsirk Boloo 
Artisan’s Guild 

Niere al’Aman 
Healer’s Guild 

 Hilwa Katir 
Innkeeper’s Guild 

Marivea al’Corriyi 
Gleeman’s Guild 

 Gedhan Audax 
Martial Guild 

Rehtaeh al’Navi 
Professor’s Guild 

 Arafel al Dama 
Tailor’s Guild 

 

Online Events Coordinator Liiane al’Ruidea  

Online Events Coordinator’s 
Assistant 

Xylina Tyloredrid  

Online Events Team Aduiavas Ida Ajailyn Morrivinna 

 Aldus Tyloredrid Alyria Savoinya 

 Amarande al’Kalin Bryce al’Mara 

 Erin al’Denael Halosia Paage 

 Jenalla Selar Jordan Rayne 

 Kaizu Lancari Kjaona al’Corriyi 

 Kitiarah Lamseen Lauraine Berryn 

 Loreniel Killan Lyara Tieran 

 Marivea al’Corriyi Mieriana Souvra 

 Miya Kiyoshi Myralin al’Ser 

 Nyavene al’Meer Onis O’Leia 

 Samarasin Tavaral Satara ak’Caelahn 

 Taelinn Dolivras Woika Ninue 

 Zimone Zarasri  

TVT Editor Erin al’Denael  

TVT Writers Aintza Bisera Aldus Tyloredrid 

 Locus Sarania Nymeria Donnachaidh 

 Samarasin Tavaral Sikozu O’men 

 Tazren Talamar  
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Events and Conferences 
 

Mistress of Revels – Britian & Ireland Sonea Ilandred 

 

Mistress of Revels – Continental Europe Naeris Vell’sean 

 

Mistress of Revels – North America Yelenia Hylraren 

 

Mistress of Revels – South Pacific Vacant 

 

Conference Coordinator Esteban Diego 

 

Head Marshall Doneavan al’Keavin 

 

Property Mistress Yelenia Hylraren 
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Marketing 
 

Tower Voice Lorella Melodie 

 Stasia t’Andrei 
January to August 

 Mhor Rioghain Blathnaid 
August to December 

Marketing Project Manager Hanajima al’Cere 
December 

 Arie Davion 
November to December 

Marketing Product Manager Arie Davion 
January to November 

External Marketing Coordinator Loreniel Killan 

Online Events Graphics Coordinator Aldus Tyloredrid 
January to May 

Outreach Activities Graphics Coordinator Aldus Tyloredrid 
May to December 

Graphics Development Team Alyssa Letherio 
October to December 

Badria Aidan 
October to December 

 Darim Pelegro 
October to December 

Hanajima al’Cere 
October to December 

 Sasha Melrai 
October to December 

Sikozu O’men 
October to December 

 Venric Methalion 
October to December 

Aloren Tarabutton 
February to December 

 Arian Sulan 
January 

Lijena Tarkand 
January to August 

 Jeffan Caliarthan 
January to August 

Nina Evoneigh 
January to August 

 Azi al’Thorne  
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TVT Editor Erin al’Denael 
April to December 

 

 Jeffan Caliarthan 
November to December 

 

TVT Writers Alren Tane 
July to December 

Aldus Tyloredrid 
April to December 

 Aintza Bisera 
April to June 

Emory Sheldon 
July to December 

 Jas’yn Al’Dragoran 
July to December 

Jeffan Caliarthan 
July to November 

 Lauraine Berryn 
July to December 

Locus Sarania 
April to June 

 Nymala Donnachaidh 
July to December 

Samarasin Tavaral 
April to December 

 Sikozu O’men 
April to December 

Nymala Ingasy 
July to December 

 Taelinn Dolivras 
July to December 

Tazren Talamar 
April to June 

 Thoridyss Wyborn 
July to December 
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Membership 

Hall	  of	  the	  Tower	  –	  Spring	  2011	  
 

Blue Alwyn da’Cara Kytheria al’Shea 

Brown Aloren Tarabutton Taika Vinh 
January to April 

  Narysse a’Jahar 
April to June 

Dai M’Hael Bryce al’Mara Dvorak Mayn 

Gray Arie Davion Zarathi al’Domir 

Green Avery d’Itkarya Ne’mireth Simoua 

Mahdi’in d’ma Dieb Jeryn Lekar Pip al’Dealys 

Red Anirfyan Dayen Eveanyn al’Grace 

San d’ma Shadar Soronhen Ciryaher Anigrel Tavadon 

Val Cueren Ben al’Den Daegan Al’Calder 

White Nymeria Donnachaidh Rehtaeh al’Navi 

Yellow Khisanth al’Danya Niere al’Aman 
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Hall	  of	  the	  Tower	  –	  Fall	  2011	  
 

Blue Aavyn Eirinon Alyonne al’Moranne 

Brown Adolla Ceryia Rinwyn Sihrera 

Dai M’Hael Amarande al’Kalin Eli Soljourn 

Gray Arie Davion 
July to October 

Badria Aidan 

 

 Alyria Savoinya 
October to December 

 

Green Cealestis Lumen 
July to November 

Loraella Melodie 

 Lireina Dormerus t’al’Bearach 
November to December 

 

Mahdi’in d’ma Dieb Darim Pelegro Raam Sho’am 

Red Meirah Zaide Hilwa Katir 

San d’ma Shadar Jeffan Caliarthan John al’Ramin 
July to October 

  Azi al’Thone 
October to December 

Val Cueren Halan Leion Rienn al’Etyra 

White Loira al’Ramoidra Rehtaeh al’Navi 

Yellow Nyavene al’Meer Niere al’Aman 

	  

Junior	  Member	  Administrators	  
 

Mayor Alessandra Estelle January to October 

 Feon Ceseth October to December 

Mistress of Novices Tsubasa Kamui January to March 

 Lillian O’Neeus March to December 

Captain of Recruits Marrow Rahien January to September 

 Bryce al’Mara September to December 

Mistress of Accepted Aria Vanth  

Captain of Soldiers Deoan Kakarot  
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Senior	  Member	  Administrators	  
 

Affiliate Group Head of Ajah/Company 
Commander 

Heart/Honor Guard 

Blue Kerna Shedrian Jadira Paerael 
Spring Term 

  Kytheria al’Shea 
Fall Term 

Brown Adolla Ceryia 
January to April 

Rinwyn Sihrera 
Spring Term 

 Taika Vinh 
April to December 

Aloren Tarabutton 
Fall Term 

Dai M’Hael Jaim al’Bearach Vashanka Val’rus 
Spring Term, Fourth Quarter 

  Bryce al’Mara 
Third Quarter 

Gray Addelyn al’Vera 
January to June 

Ilverin Matriam 
Spring Term 

 Magdelenna t’Zai 
June to October 

 

 Arie Davion 
October to December 

 

Green Jodea Kegan 
January to November 

Xylina Tyloredrid 
Spring Term 

 Cealestis Lumen 
November to December 

Tree a;’Rotture 
Fall Term 

Mahdi’in d’ma Dieb Azreal al’Letifer 
January to April 

Whil al’Gwin 
Spring Term 

 Whil al’Gwin 
April to December 

Azrael al’Letifer 
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Affiliate Group Head of Ajah/Company 
Commander 

Heart/Honor Guard 

Red Leora Oldessroth 
January to March 

Relinya Ryviarra 

 Adriana al’Tere 
March to December 

 

San D’ma Shadar Darian Coralis Atreyu Silverstar 
Spring Term 

  Willam Cambrae 
Fall Term 

Val’Cueran Euriel Than Braedan Fearghal 

White Isarma Maracanda Loira al’Ramoidra 
Spring Term 

  Dovienya el’Korim 
Fall Term 

Yellow Sa’areah Britthorn 
January to October 

Vallen Draevis 
Spring Term 

 Khisanth al’Danya 
October to December 

Nyavene al’Meer 
Summer Term 

  Liana Ceana 
Fall Term 
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Moderators 
 Forums 

Elbereth Gailbridhil General, Frivolous Fun 

Bryce al’Mara General, Frivolous Fun, Olde Warder and Hen, (All) 
Books, Entertainment, Tech & Media 

Jeffan Caliarthan General, Frivolous Fun, Olde Warder and Hen, Junior 
Member Summer Camp 

Ray Soin General, Currrrent Events, Olde Warder and Hen 

Miridyth Al’Landerin Current Events 

Halan Leoin Current Events 

Kelgan al’Moranwin Current Events 

Marivea al’Corriyi Current Events, Creative Endeavors 

Ayendra Kisharad Current Events 

Atreyu Silverstar Current Events 

Ninya Evoneiah Current Events 

Amaryla Leper Frivolous Fun 

Stephen Lightheart Frivolous Fun 

Zimone Zarasri Olde Warder and Hen, Job Hunters 

Loira al’Ramoidra Olde Warder and Hen 

Lijena Tarkand Olde Warder and Hen, Entertainment, Health and 
Fitness, Sports Fanatics, Tech & Media 

Alyria Savoinya Junior Member Summer Camp 

Aloren Tarabutton Junior Member Summer Camp 

Nyavene al’Meer (All) Books 

Ivanor Winshaw Books 1-8 

Nico Aramiz Books 1-8 

Brienen Ruthgar Books 9-13 

Erin al’Denael Entertainment, Health and Fitness, Sports Fanatics 

Naitsirk Boloo Health and Fitness, Sports Fanatics 

Nyarin al’Batera Home and Garden, Creative Endeavors, Education and 
Employment 

Samarisin Tavaral Home and Garden, Creative Endeavors, Education and 
Employment, Job Hunters 

Hilwa Katir Home and Garden 

Gedhan Audax Creative Endeavors 

Arafel al Dama Creative Endeavors 
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Rehteah al’Navi Education and Employment 

Chat Ops 
#wheel Amarande al’Kalin Ariana Sulan 

 Arie Davion Aryela Dashtahd 

 Caerwyn Jolan Deoan Kakarot 

 Dorelei Verreuil Jadira Paerael 

 Jeffan Caliarthan Kazayha Ahzkaan 

 Khisanth al’Danya Liana Ceana 

 Meilen Gevedon Mejjad Martnandi 

 Melisande Arneil Murasaki al’Aevon 

 Nyarin al’Batera Pax Leratharn 

 Pol Rohanson Raam Sho’am 

 Rit’koma Imorj Serenla Tamowith 

 Tazren Talamar Tian el’Nvidia 

 Zashara Da’sainne Zimone Zarasri 

Wandering Woman Eli Soljourn Jeffan Caliarthan 

 Melisande Arneil Nymala Ingasy 

 Seraph Selandra Stephan Lightheart 

 Tian el’Nvidia  

Olde Warder and Hen Eli Sojourn Jeffan Caliarthan 

 Melisande Arneil Nymala Ingasy 

 Seraph Selandra Stephan Lightheart 

Philanthropy  
Note: Absorbed into Community Outreach in May 2011. 

Philanthropy News Correspondent Ne’mireth Simoua 

Membership Philanthropic Interest 
Coordinator 

Branwyn al’Leara 

Community Fundraising Coordinator Tree al’Rotture 

Staff Kerna Shedrian 

 Rinwin Sihrera 
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Research and Records 
Position Incubent 

Director’s Assistant Eniara Kisharad 

Headmaster/Headmistress Willow al’Meana 
January to April 

 Aryela Dashtahd 
April to December 

Historian Kerna Shedrian 

 Loira al’Ramoidra 
January to August 

 Zimone Zarasri 
August to December 

Writers Bryce al’Mara 

Editors Kerna Shedrian Imzadi Hopewind 

 Mieriana Souvra Morrighan Daghdera 

 Nyavene al’Meer Zimone Zarasri 

(Multiple) Page Contributers Kerna Shedrian Raam Sho’am 

 Arie Davion Meilen Gevedon 

 Nyavene al’Meer Atreyu Silverstar 

 Erin al’Denael Isarma Maracanda 

 Ninya Evoneigh Xylina Tyloredrid 

Technology 
Master of the Watch Defen Estrator 

Staff Meryl Scriabi Cealestis Lumen 

 Valorian Edoras Erin al’Denael 

 Arie Davion 

 


